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ABSTRACT

Over time, inhabitants of the Kapuas Hulu region of West Kalimantan,
Indonesia have changed their livelihood strategies, evolving from
collecting forest products, fishing, and swidden agriculture to
involvement in forest industry, the latter in response to broader
social, political and economic changes of the post-independence
and post-reform eras. In the last decade, however, the inhabitants of
the villages of Bunut have returned to dependence on fisheries and
water resources as important natural capital connected with timber
and other forest products. Some observers trace these changes to
power struggles brought about by decentralization policies in postSuharto Indonesia. My ethnographic observations identify more
complicated reasons for villagers’ re-involvement in water-based
livelihoods, including the rise of ethnicity, adat or customary laws, a
national moratorium on logging, and the conservation movement.
Livelihood has not involved only economic activity but also social and
political issues throughout the history of the community.
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Introduction
‘Kayu Habis, Karet Jatuh, Ikan Jadi Produk Harapan’ which literally translates as ‘no more
timber, price of rubber dropped, fish has become our hope’, is an online local newspaper’s
headline (Deposit Pustaka Kalimantan Barat, 12 February 2012) that attracted my attention.
The article tells how people in the upper Kapuas River, Kapuas Hulu regency, West Kalimantan
province, have sustained their lives after the timber business in the area was stopped. Local
people actually have been rather fortunate to have rubber plantations as another source of
income. But the price of rubber has been unstable, especially over the last five years. There
are no rubber industries nearby and rubber has to be transported to Pontianak, the capital
city of the province, a two-day trip by boat. Moreover people rely on local taukes – the
Chinese traders – from Putussibau, the capital city of the regency, to buy the latex. The taukes
have either to take the risk and smuggle the latex to neighboring Malaysia, or to pool it in
their warehouse before selling it to rubber industries in Pontianak. They have to keep the
buying price low to gain appropriate benefit, which in turn reduces the attractiveness of
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rubber tapping as a source of income. In these circumstances, local people’s needs are then
met by local fisheries.
The enthusiasm to return to the river as a source of income, however, is not as simple as
the news article states. For people living close to Danau Sentarum National Park, fishing has
long been an important part of local livelihoods (Dudley 2000). In the 1980s and ‘90s, the
population in the park increased by 40%, reaching 8000 people in 2005, partly because of
the fishery (Yasmi and Colfer 2009). But early in the 2000s, logging became attractive for
people as a way of making money. With the launch of the new Local Government Law in
1999, community logging replaced fishing and collecting other forest products as main
sources for the local economy (Engel and Palmer 2006; Heri et al. 2010). As indicated by
Berkes (2010), devolution of environmental and resource management in developing countries has to some extent enabled local communities to harvest the surrounding natural
resources.
It is generally accepted that the local economy reflects a cultural adaptation to a specific
environment, and that changes of livelihood systems or environments may imply changes
in social and political arrangements (Nadasdy 2011). This paper describes the changing
livelihood strategies of the Malay communities in Kapuas Hulu, West Kalimantan and related
implications for the social formation process by examining historical and ethnographic data.
In Indonesia, the efforts made by a community to return to their original or traditional
customs, known as adat, has been examined by a number of social scientists, particularly in
the last ten years. While the revival of adat has been closely related to Indonesia’s decentralization policy and an increase in political participation (Tyson 2011), it also has been noted
as having influenced the rise of regionalism by Henley (2008). Moreover, Henley (2008) indicates that there are no single reasons for the reinvention of traditional order in Indonesia,
which he referred to as adat revival. With respect to Henley’s multiple causes for the revival
of adat, I argue that the return to fishing as a livelihood strategy is also due to multiple
intertwined variables.
Scoones (2009) said that livelihood should be seen as complex and dynamic strategies
applied to a specific context. Livelihoods are a result of many variables such as economic
interests, political movements and policies, and social structure that all affect its form. The
changing livelihood strategies in Kapuas Hulu, in line with this approach, can be seen as a
consequence of the social, political and economic events that influenced the region over
time.

Methods
The data was collected from ethnographic observations in the Malay communities in Bunut
Hulu, Kapuas Hulu Regency. The research was carried out in 2010, followed by a short visit
in 2015, as part of an investigation conducted by the Center for Anthropological Research
of the University of Indonesia. The Center had an opportunity to conduct ethnographic
research in Kapuas Hulu Regency to explore some aspects of a REDD + project that was
carried out by an NGO. A research team with eight field researchers was set up and placed
in three clusters of villages namely: Bunut Hulu, Bunut Tengah and Nanga Tuan, which represent typical Malay villages; Keliling Semulung and Kepala Pintas, communities of Kantu’
Dayaks; and Jelemuk and Tekalong, which are closer to Putussibau, the district capital of
Kapuas Hulu.
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This paper is based on data collected among Malay communities in the Bunut area. Our
team stayed there for four months to conduct interviews, including with inland fisherfolks,
other villagers, and local officials in the villages, the sub-district and the regency. As we used
rapid ethnographic assessment (Bernard 2011, p. 264–265), a combination of ethnographic
interviews, observation and group discussion was employed. Two field researchers worked
in Bunut Hulu and Bunut Tengah for 12 weeks and then moved to Nanga Tuan for another
six weeks. One of the main issues to cover in the research was the livelihoods of forest dwellers in the interior. We were fortunate because we experienced the turn of the dry and rainy
seasons while staying there. This enabled us to discuss many actual issues and events that
occurred on a daily basis and seasonally. During my stay there, I was interested in the fishing
activities among the Malay of Bunut and investigated this more specific theme, aside from
the main REDD + research.
While traditionally thought of as a study of small scale and simple societies, anthropology
today, with its ethnographic approach, has been going global. This approach is also seen as
important to discover how ‘particular forms of politics are done in the context of globalization’ (Westbrook 2008, p. 152). Therefore, the case of how local people in Bunut Hulu may
react to a global call to conserve tropical forests and enhance sustainability is part of the
anthropological study of modernization and development

Results
Social backgrounds of communities studied
The communities that I describe live in Nanga Bunut, or simply the Bunut area. In local terms,
nanga means a point of junction of two rivers, in this case, the Kapuas and Bunut Rivers.
Today, Nanga Bunut has grown to four villages: Bunut Hulu, Bunut Hilir, Bunut Tengah and
Ujung Pandang. The villages are located 145 km from Putussibau (Figure 1). The only way
to reach Nanga Bunut from Putussibau is by speedboat on the Kapuas River which takes
about two hours with a 40 HP speedboat. A number of speedboat operators serve the BunutPutussibau route with boat fares ranging from IDR 70,000 to 90,000.1 The Kapuas River also
connects Bunut to Pontianak (Figure 1). There are kapal bandung or cargo boats that carry
forest commodities to be sold in Pontianak, and on return, bring some daily needs and goods
such as rice, instant foods, vegetables, clothes, etc. from Pontianak to the interior communities. The distance from Pontianak to Putussibau via Bunut is 846 km along the Kapuas River
(Figure 1). Travel downriver from Bunut to Pontianak takes two days whereas the return trip
takes five. However, some students and traders commonly ride the cargo boats for various
purposes. For daily routines in the rivers and lakes, people use motorized canoes called
ketinting and non-motorized canoes called perau.
Formerly, before a road reached Putussibau, Nanga Bunut was well known as a center of
economic activity, acting as a hub for other kecamatans (sub-districts) in the region. As a
nanga, Bunut was a busy dock both for ships and boats from other sub-districts and for
transit and cargo boats from Pontianak. In the mid-1970s, the place began to develop as a
center for commercial logging. From the interior of Kapuas Hulu, tugboats brought logs to
transit in Bunut before continuing to Pontianak. Bunut grew as a small town with many busy
Chinese groceries and shops. Many in-migrating Malay workers, mostly employed by timber
companies, felt comfortable visiting Bunut, where most people are Malays and which
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Figure 1. Bunut, the National Park and Distribution of Malay Old Kingdoms. Source: Modified from Wadley
(2006) and Heri et al. (2010).

therefore provides mosques for them to pray. The timber business brought prosperity until
2005–2006 when the government terminated the licenses and logging operations.
Bunut Hulu, the official name of Bunut, is the center for the government of Bunut Hilir
sub-district (kecamatan). This kecamatan consists of eight villages: Bunut Hulu, Bunut Hilir,
Bunut Tengah, Empangau, Teluk Aur, Tembang, Nanga Tuan and Ujung Pandang. Established
in 1964, kecamatan Bunut Hilir is inhabited by 9085 people living in an area of 5811 km2.
Most of them are Muslim Malays, with only a small minority of Christian Dayaks of the Kantu’
sub-ethnic group living in two hamlets located in Teluk Aur. Malay identity is somewhat
problematic; it can be traced from a person’s origin, for instance whether he or she came
from Sambas or Sintang in West Kalimantan, but it can also derive from self-identification
and ethnic switching. Wadley (2000, p. 85) pointed out that becoming Malay or masuk Melayu
was easy and common in the neighboring Maloh communities along the Embaloh River.
The same thing happened to the Dayaks in the upper Mentaya of Central Kalimantan who
called themselves Banjar Malay after converting to Islam (Miles 1976). In Bunut, people
recognized the Dayaks who converted to Islam as turun Melayu and they are thereafter
considered Malay. In addition to those ethnic groups, there are a small number of Javanese,
Minang, Sasak and Bugis people. Some scattered settlements of Hokian Chinese are also
found in Bunut Hilir as well as in Bunut Tengah, Ujung Pandang and Nanga Tuan.
As shown in the map (Figure 2), the villages in Bunut Hilir subdistrict are located along
the rivers. As in other parts of interior Kalimantan, villages are closely related to water cosmology, with river having much more than an only economic function. Rivers indeed play
an important part in the social and cultural life of Dayaks and Malays, the indigenous inhabitants of the island. As King (1982) and Wadley (2000) explain, the name of Dayak ethnic
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Figure 2. Bunut Hilir Subdistrict and surrounding. Source: Office of Plantation and Forest Kapuas Hulu
(2011).

subdivisions generally derives from the river whence they come or live near. The Maloh
whom King observed, considered the Iban as in-migrants who came from the upper and
middle Batang Lupar River, while the Maloh were described as culturally different peoples
residing in the upper reaches of the Kapuas River. The Maloh live along the Embaloh River,
a branch of the Kapuas. Depending on the rivers around their settlements, the Maloh ethnic
subdivisions are the peoples of the Embaloh, the Taman, and the Kalis. Explaining further
about the role of rivers to identify a group, Wadley (2000, p. 83) says that ‘ethnic self-identification throughout Borneo (as elsewhere) is like an onion with multiple layers, but which
“layer” is important depends upon who the interlocutor is and how far from home the
self-identification occurs.’ Identification by community membership and river of origin is
used by people to refer to people from other groups who live surrounding their hamlets.
While for others from more distant locations, people use upstream and downstream areas
to refer to themselves.
Similar to the Dayaks, the inland Malays in Bunut also refer to a water-based connection
to address the subdivision of communities. Fisherfolks who inhabit the lakes of Siawan and
Pontu in Bunut Hulu are considered kelompok nelayan Siawan-Pontu (fishers’ group of Siawan
and Pontu) by the people of Bunut and other villages in the vicinity. These fisherfolks are
called, consequently, orang Pontu (Lake Pontu people) or orang Siawan (Lake Siawan people)
or simply orang danau (lake people). On the other lakes, likewise, people are identified
according to the lake’s name such as Sabet people who inhabit the area around Lake Sabet.
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Local livelihoods
My research identified three categories of economic activities practiced by the people of
Bunut: First, hunting and gathering activities, which are beginning to fade out; second,
fishery and agriculture as a further development of the first category; and third, the modern,
industry and market oriented sectors (Table 1).
I will explore the changes and dynamics of those livelihoods in subsequent parts, but
Table 1 shows that people in Bunut have quite varied and numerous economic activities.
No family in the village lives exclusively by a subsistence economic mode; instead, there are
always commercial and market links to all they produce. Rice for everyday consumption, for
example, is provided mostly by purchase since agriculture is not so productive. However,
they continue hunting birds and planting some vegetables for daily consumption. Water
related economic activities are also common in the area, not merely restricted to the fishery
but also harvesting of honey in the swampy forest.
Honey is considered to be significant since its price tends to rise from time to time. In
2010, the price of honey in Bunut ranged from IDR 30,000 to 35,000/kg.2 It is drawn from the
honey trees called lalau or taken from constructed hives called tikung. A periau, honey collector, may have 20–30 tikungs in his garden or forest, or control the lalau where the bees
nest naturally. Honey harvesting is usually done in the rainy season, which is in SeptemberDecember, and is very much anticipated by the villagers. They will focus on harvesting honey,
leaving their gardens and fishing for a time. A periau with 20 tikungs, can earn up to 15 million
rupiahs after three months of waiting. Compared with other periau in Embaloh Hilir sub-district, periau in Bunut are less productive. In Embaloh Hilir, ownership of tikung can reach
hundreds per periau, while one lalau may contain 30–40 hives. During our research, the price
Table 1. Varieties of livelihood in Bunut.
Categories
Food collecting

Sectors
Hunting
Gathering

Types of Livelihood
Various birds
Honey

Agriculture

Food crops

Swidden agriculture
Vegetables
Rubber
Fishing in the lake

Cash crops
Fisheries

Domesticated fishery

Modern and industry

Trading
Logging
Transportation
Mining
Officials

Fish processing
Fish trader
Groceries
Small shops
Sawmill
River transportation
Gold
Government officers
Teachers

Remarks
Trapping birds
Lalau (wild bees)
tikung (domesticated bees)
Mostly rice
Morning glory, tomato, chili peppers
Kebun karet (rubber plantation)
Bubu (bamboo fish trap)
Jermal (net trap)
Jaring (net trap)
Puket (net trap)
Pancing (single fish hook)
Rabai (multiple fish hooks)
Keramba (fish cage)
Kolam (fish pond)
Kurung (small fish cage)
Akuarium
Kropek (crackers)
Pengumpul (trader)
Known as toko kelontong
Known as warung
Known as kerja kayu (laborers)
Speed boat
Kapal bandung
Kapal tambang
Laborers
Village staff
Elementary and Junior High School
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was also IDR 5,000 to 10,000 higher than in Bunut. Since Embaloh Hilir sub-district is closer
to the district town, it is easier to sell honey and so dozens of periau were found compared
to only five to six in Bunut.
As regard agricultural activities, people plant rice and various types of vegetables in their
fields for subsistence needs. In spite of the fact that every household has enough lands to
farm, rice production is relatively low and families often have to buy rice to eat. A resident
in Bunut Hilir explained that the estimated production of rice per hectare per year is less
than one ton, which is very low compared to wet-land rice farming, which can reach over
six tons per hectare. He suspected that this low production was due to the use of local varieties, which local people prefer, and to its non-market production. The local Bureau of
Statistics in Kapuas Hulu reported that in 2015, rice production area had significantly declined
from 268 hectares in 2014 to only 70 hectares in 2015 due to high rainfall and floods (BPS
Kabupaten Kapuas Hulu 2016, p. 6).
Rubber plantations have been the mainstay of Kalimantan for decades. In Bunut, rubber
was also an important part of the family economy. Unfortunately, the price in the interior
has not been too stable. Under good conditions, the price can reach IDR 8000–10,000/kg,
but in 2010 it dropped to IDR 4000–5000/kg due to the decline in rubber prices globally.
Coupled with the use of low yielding local rubber seedlings and high rainfall, which decreases
rubber productivity, the villagers were no longer eager to work on rubber. With one hectare
of rubber garden, people could only get four to five kg of latex, yielding an income of around
IDR 16,000–20,000/day. On average, if in a month they work for 20 days, their monthly income
was IDR 320,000–400,000.
Kalimantan with its large forest resources have long been involved in industry. Timber
has been the most important product for decades. The production forest area in the province
of West Kalimantan is 4,457,681 hectares (https://www.bps.go.id/linkTabelStatis/view/
id/1716), mostly found in the Kapuas Hulu region. As I describe later, production forests are
managed by the state and subsequently granted to companies as forest concessions. These
companies prevented the people around the forest from cutting the trees for sale. Yet, people
still secretly cut logs and sold them on the black market. According to the village head of
Bunut Hilir, almost all the men in Bunut were involved in logging between year 2000–2006.
Their work ranged from cutting trees in the forest, which paid IDR 100,000/day, to work in
sawmills, earning IDR 40,000–50,000/day.
For the communities living upstream, fishing has also been an important part of their
livelihood for a long time. During the research, fishing was the main choice of Bunut people.
It was practiced by almost all villagers in Bunut Hilir sub-district, either for their daily needs
or for sale. They catch various types of fish from rivers to lakes, or they harvest them from
fish cages. Common species include: toman (Channa micropeltes), biawan (Hellostoma temincki), piam (Channa pleurophthalma), entukan (Thynnichthys thynnoides), baung (Mystus
nemurus), patin (Pangasius sp), tapah (Wallago leerii), and jelawat (Leptobarbus hoevenii).
Bunut’s people engage in three kinds of fisheries activities: fishing in the lakes and rivers,
fish farming, and fish processing. Fishing in rivers and lakes is mainly done by trapping, either
with traditional traps called bubu, or more advanced fishing technologies such as nylon nets.
Nets can have various forms and are used in various ways: by linking nets to jermal or fishing
frameworks, by throwing nets to catch fish with a menjala or menjaring (casting net), or by
installing trawls in the middle of the river. Fishing with hooks is also very popular both by
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using joran, a fishing rod with a single hook, and by using rabai, bottom longlines with
multiple hooks.
Those different fishing technologies are used for different objectives. Jaring (nets) and
puket (trawl) are used to catch the fish that will be processed into salted fish, usually biawan,
piam, entukan, and baung. Bunut residents use nets and trawls, especially in the dry season
(May to June), when rivers recede and various fish are visible from the surface. A fisher can
produce six kg of fish per day to be processed as salted fish. The selling price may reach IDR
15,000/kg, or IDR 1,800,000/month if they work every day. Meanwhile, to get fresh fish for
sale, fishers use bubu and keramba. Bubu (fish trap) is mainly used in rivers and lakes, especially to trap large fish such as patin, toman, and tapah. It is installed for a period of one week
at a time when the water is rising, from August to April. Within a week, a fisher can get up
to 30 kg with an average selling price of IDR 20,000/kg. Thus, the income from using a bubu
can reach IDR 2,400,000/month. Fresh fish is also raised in keramba (fish cages) that are
installed in rivers and lakes. The two main fish, usually kept for two years, are toman and
jelawat. In one harvest, a 4×8 meter cage can produce 1200 kg of fish at a selling price of
IDR 18,000,000. Commonly, a fisher has four to five keramba so that although the harvest is
biennial, the total income becomes relatively large. In addition to keramba, fresh fish are
also kept in kolam (fish ponds), kurung (small fish cages), and aquaria. While men catch most
fish, women play important roles in fish processing, such as drying fish, making salted fish,
and making keropek or fish crackers. Fish processing has indeed resulted in a significant
increase in the income from fish.
In addition, people sometimes secretly uses tuba (kind of toxic plants) to poison some
parts of a river or lake to get the fish. Since it is considered destructive fishing, poisoning is
highly prohibited by customary laws. The fisherfolks around the area of Siawan Lake follow
customary rules that have been valid for a long time. Most of the lake regulations had not
changed much when the research was done. However, in 1997 a newer agreement was made
among the heads of the fishing villages of Suak Pedari, Nanga Langir and Nanga Belida due
to the high fishing activity in the upper part of the Bunut region. The power of the document
was also reinforced by the signatures of the head of the neighboring villages of Tanjung
Entibab and Siawan. In general, the agreement regulates the use of rivers and lakes in the
upper part of Bunut. There are five major rivers included in the agreement namely: Telabang
Bunut, Batang Seraras, Batang Belida, Batang Tuli, and Batang Tuan whose management is
arranged in detail so that each group of fisherfolk can fish there at any time. Meanwhile,
there are 85 small rivers where the fish can be harvested by residents of three fishing villages
every dry season, regulated by a drawing. Only winners of the drawing can fish there that
season. Other people then can not enter the rivers which are then called sungai tutupan
(closed river).
There are 16 restrictions set out in that 1997 customary agreement. The prohibition was
made to maintain forest security, river quality, and social interaction among the fisherfolk.
In detail, those restrictions prohibit burning forests, using poisons in the river, using electricity
to get fish, using pukat serungkup (a kind of big trawl), entering a sungai tutupan, lighting
people’s sungai tutupan on fire, damaging people’s sungai tutupan, spending the night in
people’s sungai tutupan, disrupting ketanyak or fish traps, taking toman fish fry, stealing
honey or fish, installing jermal in forbidden areas, using warin, catching fish with pukat dorong
(kind of moving trawl), fishing five forbidden fish (biawan, piang, piam, runtu, and kandang),
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and,for people from outside a given river area, entering such river area without reporting
to the village head of the area.

Livelihood changes and their impacts on the communities
Historical perspectives in ethnography have long been considered one way to understand
the social and cultural aspects of a community (Sahlins 1985). I see history as an important
factor in the effort to describe the return of a water orientation in the interior communities
of West Kalimantan. I use the historical perspective to approach political economic changes
in the communities and their correspondence with environment and ecological factors.
There are many studies (King 1976, 1982; Dove 1994, 1996, 2002; Sellato 1999; Wadley 2006)
that trace social life in Kapuas Hulu. Chronologically, I describe the livelihood strategies of
the communities from the pre-colonial state before the nineteenth Century with hunting-and-gathering, swidden agriculture and the existence of some old Malay kingdoms; the
Dutch colonial period when intensive rubber plantations and a period more focused on food
production began; the independence period when the communities were formed into
Javanese-terrestrial-based villages or desa; the reformation era when the autonomy law was
implemented throughout the nation.

Forest dwellers, swidden agriculture and old kingdoms
The first –and longest- period is the pre-colonial era, dating back long before the Dutch
initial contact when they posted an administrative office in Sintang in 1823 (Smith and
Wadley 2002) Kalimantan’s people have long been involved in economic, political and
cultural relations with outsiders (Dove 1994). Even the Bukat and Punan, who are considered the most ancient groups to survive as hunters and gatherers, have linked with outsiders such as Chinese and Dutch traders who bought their forest products. These modes
of livelihood are found in other parts of Kalimantan and are still practiced along with
swidden agriculture and gardening (Wadley et al. 1997; Mulder et al. 2000; Wadley and
Colfer 2004).
In West Kalimantan, particularly along the Kapuas River, hunting and gathering have been
widely practiced as supplements to swidden agriculture. King (1976) reported that by the
beginning of 1800, before the Dutch came there, the Iban in Batang Lupar on the upper
Kapuas had been practicing swidden agriculture and maintaining a good relationship with
the Maloh. While Iban people tended to open virgin forest to convert to swidden agriculture,
the neighboring Maloh cultivated secondary forest and undertook a more complex agriculture than the Iban. Hunting game was practiced for subsistence while gathering some forest
products such as birds’ nests, honey, eaglewood (gaharu) and gums, which were destined
for the market. Mulder et al. (2000) observed honey collection in Kapuas Hulu, as I did in
Bunut. Gaharu has been an important commodity in Asia, though it is found less frequently
today (Paoli et al. 2001).
There are two options for the Dayaks in Kapuas Hulu to farm. They can plant next to the
river where the soil is fertile because of the alluvial sediment, or by opening more upland
forest to be converted to rainfed rice fields. Semulung Dayak villages (next to Bunut) were
unlikely to get good agricultural results (also reported by other observers for Dayak villages,
e.g. Dove 1993). Both farming in the nearby river or in the upland forest-converted fields
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have a number of similar risks: although careful burning is practiced in swiddens, in some
cases uncontrolled fire may develop and destroy all the farmers’ belonging; farming next to
rivers may suffer from unpredictable flooding that could damage or destroy the crops. As a
result, Dove (1993, p. 146) found that two out of three households he observed among the
Kantu’ could not fulfill their food needs from agriculture. In this case, other subsistence modes
such as hunting and gathering were important for the community, for home consumption
or for commodity exchange.
The exchange of commodities by peoples in the interior of West Kalimantan with traders
from other places and countries, indicates the existence of complex social arrangements.
Before the Westerners came, the natives of Kalimantan developed advanced social and political institutions in the form of old kingdoms. In West Kalimantan, the old Malay Kingdom of
Pontianak has been recognized (Djuweng 1999), but the existence of interior Dayak kingdoms is debatable (Sellato 1999; Smith and Wadley 2002). In the early 1800s, the Dutch
agreed with the British to set their colonial border: the English controlled Sarawak, Sabah
and Brunei, and the Dutch managed the now Indonesian West Kalimantan (Smith and Wadley
2002) In 1856, the Dutch officers led by van Gaffron negotiated with the kingdoms of Sintang,
Silat, Suhaid, Selimbau, Piasa, and Jongkong (Wadley 2006). My research in Nanga Bunut
also identified the existence of the Malay Bunut kingdom. The kingdom’s territory is spread
out from the Bunut Hilir sub-district to Jongkong and Embaloh Hilir sub-districts (Figure 1).

Cash-crop plantations and forest industry
In the case of the Dutch colonization in West Kalimantan and their interest in remote areas,
I refer to what Dove (1993, 1994, 2002) described as a long history of forest product trading
in South East Asia, recorded since at least the fifth century. The regions had contact with
Chinese, Indian, and Arab traders before Westerners came in the early fifteenth century.
Generally, after 1400, the commodities exported from the islands of Indonesia varied in
response to global demand; camphor, sandalwood, sappanwood, pepper, clove, sugar and
benzoin were among the forest products that were periodically traded (Reid 1992). In
Sumatra, the Malay Peninsula and Kalimantan, pepper has been widely planted as a cashcrop and became an important livelihood strategy for at least 10% of the total population
in those regions (Reid 1992, p. 469).
The trend of pepper cultivation and trading in Kalimantan continued until the nineteenth
Century, but it was largely replaced by plant exudates such as gums, resins and latex. Ricklefs
(2008) attributed the rise of rubber demand in the global trade to the car industry. The need
to increase exudates’ production led the Dutch to introduce a plantation system in Kalimantan
and other Indonesian islands. Initially, the Dutch companies domesticated the native rubber
tree, called Ficus elastica, and opened large plantations in West Java and on the east coast
of Sumatra in 1864. In 1900 they introduced Hevea brasiliensis from Brazil, which resulted in
great success. It was reported that in 1906, South East Asia’s contribution to the world market
was only 1%, but it then rocketed to 75% of global latex production 15 years later (Dove
2002, p. 350).
Rubber latex in Kalimantan was produced mainly by smallholders (Dove 1993, 1996).
When Hevea brasiliensis was introduced in Kalimantan, the inland Dayaks adopted and incorporated the tree in their swiddens. It has consequently increased their involvement in food
production over food gathering, with people paying more attention to their field since it
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provided rice for their subsistence and rubber for cash. They converted forests to rubber
gardens and intensively managed these by adding fruit trees inside to form an agroforest
system (Gouyon et al. 1993). Since rice was still considered important, they tended to seek
wetland areas of forest to convert to rice fields. I can draw a line linking the introduction of
hevea rubber and its market-oriented production, an increase in food production, and a
decline in attention to food collecting, the river and water resources. Among the Malay
communities in Bunut, this process started when their economic orientation focused more
on the land, in the form of rubber trees, fruit trees, and agroforest gardens.
The trade of non-timber forest commodities, however, would remain the biggest resource
for the interior of Kalimantan at least until World War II. Owen (1992) explains that Japanese
occupation was another factor, along with the world’s Great Depression, in the decline of
economic activities and prosperity in South East Asia and Indonesia in particular. Furthermore,
Owen continued his analysis on the economy of South East Asian countries after War World
II by pointing out that the extraction of natural resources such as mining – oil in particular
– and timber from the natural forest in fact served as the main capital for development. The
emphasis on oil exploitation actually began with the first President Sukarno. His successor,
Suharto, then continued the policy and, through various maneuvers, added timber. By providing tax incentives for the investors, the timber industry doubled in size every year from
1967 to 1975, and Indonesia became the world’s biggest timber exporting country (Ascher
1998, p. 51).
In the 1970s, President Suharto successfully managed economic growth by increasing
the GNP per capita from USD 70–USD 1000 between 1970 and 1996. Aside from this national
level achievement, the emphasis on an oil and gas economy supplemented by the timber
business made rice planting, rubber tapping and fishery less attractive for the people. Local
people were involved in the timber business mostly as blue collar employees. Reinforced by
the modern image of industrial employment as a symbol of civilization, people in Kalimantan
turned themselves into pekerja kayu or logging workers. Until the day when I finished my
research, the people of Bunut were still longing for the times when logging had made them
prosperous.

The rise and fall of timber harvesting
Heri et al. (2010) provided invaluable data and analysis of how people in and around Danau
Sentarum National Park (see Figure 1), moved from a water-resource economy to kerja kayu
or working in the logging business. They described this process of transformation by classifying the periods within which people were exposed to the timber business. With some
modification, I classified timber extraction in the region into three periods.
The first period began in 1967 when the government issued a policy on foreign investment
in natural resource extraction. The government released forest concessions for joint venture
companies and gave them a licence to harvest the forest, namely hak penebangan hutan
(HPH). People in Kapuas Hulu were among the earliest communities exposed to the HPHs
when a company called PT Yamaker, started to operate there in 1969. This army-owned
company is believed to have another assignment: to control the border between Indonesia
and Malaysia (Obidzinski et al. 2007). During that period, which lasted until 1997, there were
at least seven HPHs which operated in the vicinity of Danau Sentarum. The period had been
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characterized by the strongest governmental intervention in the timber business, with
monopolies over the forest resources being allocated to particular parties.
In Bunut, the 30 years of HPH operation had a variety of impacts. Malays migrated from
many parts of West Kalimantan, mainly from Sambas and Sintang (these people well known
as tough laborers in the forest); the development of Bunut as a transit area for the tug boat
traffic from branches of the upper Kapuas River; and the introduction of new modes of
economy based on services such as shops, restaurants, boat workshops, and mechanics. The
direct involvement of the Bunut people in the timber business, however, was small (see Table
1). They thought that kerja kayu benefited only the traders and people with high skills in
harvesting timber. In addition, cutting timber for their domestic use was prohibited or difficult for the local people since the companies closed their access to the forest. Consequently,
they considered the concession policy to be an unfair business to communities.
The HPHH (Hak Pemungutan Hasil Hutan or ‘licence to harvest forest products’) and illegal
logging business marked the second period that lasted from 1997 to 2005 (Heri et al. 2010).
The launching of the new Regional Law in 1999 provided the local government with more
autonomy and solved many political problems . While previously the HPH or forest concessions were granted only from the central government via the Ministry of Forestry, the new
law allowed the local governments at the district level to issue forest concessions with a
HPHH. These concessions allowed the grantees to manage a 100 ha production forest area
(Purwanto 2005). This new concession system triggered some radical changes in quite a
short time. Some elements of the local communities interpreted the new law as a chance
to become directly involved in the timber business, sometimes without any appropriate
license. Local autonomy has been considered related to an outbreak of illegal logging in
Kapuas Hulu (Engel and Palmer 2006; Eilenberg and Wadley 2009). Some observers noticed
such negative impacts of the devolution policy (Berkes 2010), decentralization and local
autonomy, on natural resources and the environment during this period (Wollenberg et al.
2006). Yet it was also the time when the local communities had a golden moment to express
their cultural, ethnic and customary identities, shortly known as adat, that had been suppressed under the call for the national unity project during the Sukarno and then the Suharto
regimes (Henley 2008; Tyson 2011).
In Kapuas Hulu, discussion about the reemergence of adat was shown to be related to
local ethnic identity (Wadley 2000). Dayaks are usually considered as the indigenes, while
Malays came from downstream to coastal areas to trade and in some places to establish
settlements or kingdoms. During the Suharto regime people there considered government
policies to be closer to Malays than Dayaks.
The third period began when the government officially stopped the timber business in
2005 through a logging moratorium. It was the beginning of the end for logging which
according to Heri et al. (2010), lasted until 2009, although I found that it was still continuing
while I was in the field at the end of 2010. The decline of kerja kayu has led people to turn
their livelihood efforts back toward fishery. This third period also corresponds to the adat
revitalization.

Discussion
Looking through the problem of communities in Kapuas Hulu returning to water resources,
my observations in Bunut revealed that it was not merely a matter of economic supply and
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demand but also an institutional issue. From the ethnographic data, I identified at least five
elements as reasons for the community’s returning to water-based resources and institutions.
They are (1) the survival of economic modes from the past, (2) the timber moratorium, (3)
the effect of national policy on autonomous local government, (4) the impact of the 1998
economic and political crisis, and (5) the adat revival.
In the framework of livelihood strategies, referring to Scoones (2009), point number (1)
may reflect the endurance and continuous practices of local knowledge. The other points
refer to the manifestation of power and politics, both from local to national authorities, and
recognize notions of scale and the dynamic aspects of livelihoods. Point (2) mostly relates
to the scale of the livelihood issue that can be seen in the relation between logging activities
in Bunut and global pressures for sustainable forest management, while point (5) deals with
the strong connection between adat revival and the indigenous movement in national and
international politics. The dynamics of livelihoods are implied in all elements but are particularly strong in points (3) and (4). The causes of the people’s return to the water resource
are summarized in the model presented in Figure 3.
The model describes the interlinked and intertwined factors that help understand why
people in Kapuas Hulu turned their attention back to fisheries. The five elements to support
the explanations are linked with other events in the past that formed the current conditions.
Take fishing, for example, as a survival of extractive economic modes from early sedentary
life. It has never been fully abandoned, although there were times when logging was more
attractive for local people. Life in the kampung nelayan or fishing village has shown the
verydynamic nature of its social arrangement in response to the economic and political
changes that occurred at the national level. A good example is the adat regulation formalized
by the heads of fishing villages in the upper Bunut area, which governs life and economic
activities in the lakes, covering not only fishing but also logging, gathering honey, and
domesticating honey bees.
Regulations such as this became more important since many people tended to rely on
fisheries after the 1997 economic crisis that ruined numerous big companies, including
timber companies in Kapuas Hulu. This experience led some of the village leaders to codify
the adat rules into peraturan desa or village regulations to give them power to implement
their rules. At the end of Suharto’s regime and in the early reform period, some rules and
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regulations were ineffective and less obeyed by people, and some overlapped. Nationally,
adat also became a basis for legal rules (Tyson 2011), in contrast to the Suharto era when all
the laws and legal rules had to follow the hierarchical government order.
Meanwhile, rubber tapping as one of the most important investments for the people
along the Kapuas River has also been influenced by other factors. As the economic crisis
weakened the national currency against the US dollar, many export-oriented commodities
were advantageously priced. Although the respondents perceived themselves as worse off
during the crisis than before, Sunderlin et al. (2000) noted that those who produced export
commodities benefitted from the crisis. In the case of the rubber business in Bunut, the
distance to rubber industries and gum quality were the two reasons usually argued by the
traders to lower the price for the farmers. The largest benefit went to the rubber industries
somewhere in Pontianak and those who traded the latex to Malaysia across the border.
Similar to timber, the transboundary traders were also interested in latex (Eilenberg and
Wadley 2009). It was during the chaotic period after Suharto stepped down and before the
new regulations were set up that borderline trading – and smuggling – scaled up. Recognizing
that tapping rubber was no longer profitable, the villagers switched to fisheries. Although
mainly locally marketed, the price of fish was constantly high and stable. A more stable fish
price appears to have been attractive for the local people during these times. In the future,
other different directions are likely.
The timber moratorium, as a result of forest degradation caused by illegal logging and
unsustainable harvesting practices, has also played an important role for local people to
refocus on fisheries. As Heri et al. (2010) described, people in Danau Sentarum National Park
went to kerja kayu in the reformasi era. Likewise, in Bunut, men were going to the forest and
left the rubber tapping for the women. Fishing was also done by elderly people. When the
government cancelled all the licenses for timber harvesting and started to arrest the so
called illegal loggers, kerja kayu was suddenly stopped. Given its high economic value, rubber
should have replaced it. Interestingly, in Bunut and in the adjacent villages, the women who
had been taking care of the rubber business while their men were away, and so controlled
the money from rubber, refused to return the privilege to their husbands.3 Although long
indicated by Dove (1994, p. 392), the examination of women’s role in the rubber business
after the timber moratorium is still open. In our case, the increase in women’s role in controlling rubber gardens directed men to seek other jobs and that was one reason for their
becoming more interested in fisheries.
Nothing can be clearer, perhaps, than the impact of the adat revival on the relationship
between the fishery practice and the institutional issue. It was the rules -for instance those
regulating the kinds and sizes of fish to be caught, or those regulating the access and tenure
of lakes, rivers and swamps- that made up the link between fishing and culture. For millennia,
the arrangements were manifest in the form of adat. While it was reported that even the
legal laws were lacking obedience after reformasi, on the contrary, customary laws seemed
to find their relevance (Henley 2008; Tyson 2011). Therefore, I believe that the current fishing
arrangements in Bunut are linked to the adat revival. It can be adat itself that has been
reinforced, or some of its ideas were then transformed into village regulations or even kabupaten (District) regulations. This was likely possible because of the new laws on local government which have indeed given local governments the authority to regulate themselves
according to their needs.
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Conclusion
I continue reading the article in the local online newspaper that describes the fish production
of the Kapuas Hulu District in 2011 reaching almost 10,000 tons. It came from natural catches
from the rivers and lakes and domesticated fish from fish cages, ponds and aquaria. The local
government officer in the news explained that the natural catch was actually decreasing so
that she called for more technology inputs and natural resource conservation. Far from
judging her analysis, I established my own interpretation on fish production in the area, as
part of people’s struggle to survive in a more critical sense. It seems that rubber, their whole
century’s investment, is no longer profitable for them. Logging has been restricted, even
before they had a chance to manage it in their own way. And, then, it is not less strange that
only when they had an opportunity to manage their own lives, their customs had to be
transformed into legal rules in which they were never expert. I conclude that the changes
in Bunut livelihood strategies can be traced from the knowledge and practice of making a
living, policies on the environment and local government, the impacts of the economic and
political crises, and the revival of customary law.

Notes
1. 
The currency rate when the research carried out was IDR 12,400 for USD 1, so the boat fares
equaled USD 5.65–7.25.
2. 
The price of honey is also influenced by the season. For example, when I revisited Bunut in
2015, during the dry season, the price had rocketed to IDR 100,000–150,000/kg.
3. 
The obligation of men to work for the family and women to manage domestic issues is often
linked to Islam. But these Malay women in Bunut did not follow this pattern. In contrast to
Carsten (1989) who documented the stereotypes that Malay women received money from men,
but managed and controlled the cashflow in the family, I found that women also produced
money and so significantly contributed to household incomes by taking care of the rubber
gardens, doing agriculture, and processing fish.
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